"Dispatches from the __" is by CNN reporter Anderson Cooper
"Cell" and "Lisey's Story" are by horror master Stephen __
Hollywood writer Nora Ephron wrote "I Feel Bad About My __"
James Patterson, with coauthors, released this many books in 2006
"You: On A Diet: The Owners Manual for __ Management"
Patricia Cornwell's "__ __" evolved from a NY Times Magazine series
"Palestine: Peace Not Apartheid" is by former president __
"The Glass ___" by Jeannette Walls is a memoir of her childhood
Bob Woodward wrote "State Of __: Bush At War, Part III"
"__" by Thomas E. Ricks is about the war in Iraq
"Snow __ and the Secret Fan" by Lisa See, a bestseller in paperback
Dean __ thrilled readers with "The Husband"
John Grogan's "__ Me" is about a man and his naughty dog
Janet Evanovich continued her Stephanie Plum series with "__ Sharp"
Tim Russert followed up "Big Russ & Me" with "__ of Our Fathers"
Ann Coulter wrote "__: The Church of Liberalism"
Mitch Albom released "For One __ __" in September
"__" is the 2nd in the Chainfire trilogy & 10th in The Sword of Truth
"Culture __" is by "traditionalist" Bill O'Reilly of Fox News
"The __ of Hope" is by Barack Obama
Kim Edwards' "The Memory Keeper's __" is a book club favorite
Tyler Perry scored with "Don't Make a Black Woman Take Off Her __"
"__ Rising" describes the beginnings of Thomas Harris' title character
John Grisham wrote his first nonfiction book in 2006, "The __ Man"
"The __" is David Baldacci's sequel to "The Camel Club"
Diane Setterfield's debut novel: "The __ Tale"
With the release of the movie, "The ___" finally made it to paperback
Mary Higgins Clark wrote about "Two __ __ In Blue"